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1. What is the kinetic energy of a harmonic oscillation of a spring ?

2. Give ansatz to derive the eigen frequency of a harmonic
oscillator ? What is the period of scillation of a spring oscillator ?  

4. What is the relation between speed, frequency and wavelengh of a travelling wave

Name :                           Matr nr.

3. Express the wave equation ? 

5. Give a relation between length of wire and the harmonics that can be excited
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v = l f 

m d²x/dt² + k x = 0; x(t)= x0 cos (wt) ;



charges

Charges are quantized

Elementary charge



Coulomb´s law

Similarity to gravitational force

G=6.67408 × 10-11 N m2 kg-2







Electric field

[N/C]

Pointing always from
positive to negative 
charge

Electric field exists
independent from
a test charge



Electric field of a point charge





Elementary charge

Probe the field by a „test“ charge q





Electric field of a dipole

Dipole moment







Gauss law

Flux (of air flow)



Electrical flux

Surface integral





Flux through two charges



Gauss law and Coulomb law

Gauss law for speherical density distribution



E-Field of a conducting plate

s – surface charge density

E-Field of two conducting plates





Electrical potential energy

Applied work
Wappl = q DV

Electrical potential (potential per unit charge)

Work done to move a charge
from infinity to i

For E:



DV= DU/q = - 1.2 x 10-14 J/ 1.6  x 10-19 C
= - 7.5 x 104 V



Equipotential surfaces

No work is done on a 
equipotential plane if DV=0

From definition of work : 
Wappl = q DV



Calculating potential in an electric field

set

Give the potential V at any point f





Potential due to a point charge

A system of point charges





Dipole moment p= q d



Calculating E from V

Since E is vector





V(q1) and position of q2 :

Example : Potential energy
of 3 point charges



Capacity calculation

Two charged plates separated
by distance d  form a capacitor

The charge q and the potential difference V  
between the plates are proportional to each other

C - capacity

Gaussian
surface





Parallel and Series connection of capacities



Set V=12.5V: find charges




